Counter Asinine Disciples
Possessing or pursuing acts of bona-fide are of the
highest priority. Apply principles of unfeigned to
homosapien sapiens’ nature. We are all deformed
spheres of matter with dents and lumps that depict
our traits and faults.

Developing your own aesthetic and perforated
aura is key to figuring out one’s identity. Rather
than a perpetual and persistent surge that is
piecemeal. The spectrum of time to attain this
principle is bent much like Dali’s work.

Being gay is not a personality.
Your loathsome acts of nudity attract the hate you
secretly and outwardly crave.
Ferret out one’s real identity. Your “community” is
made up of quasi-lustful oafs.
Toying with those of questioning sexual
orientation and pursuing the act of coquetry is
profane and erroneous.
Bind together and form an actual community.

Down with modern taboo socialization directives.
Delaying a response or message to reciprocate a
negative sentiment proves how you are cynical,
conniving and lack assuredness. The premise of
who remunerates by no means will correspond
with gender. Bluntness and forthright relations
form bonds for longevity.

Back to the old times. You will not be offended by
everything. Mistakes are common and if you want
to be esteemed you must accept them. This applies
to your gender.
Hertero-NO, the LGBTQ community is not
inclusive because they do not include everyone.
Your allies are just as crucial and vital to your
aims.
Intelligence can be measured. Let us not pretend
that we are all sharp. There are two sides.
Innovators and Inventors.
Innovators. Seek interest into the world and your
work. Pursue, Achieve, Ameliorate.
Sheep. Anyone could be fed data and memorize
then vomit it onto a page. The more time that you
study and acquire that information for, the
stupider you are. Plentiful, Slow minded, and
futile.
To the future pupils who seek to ameliorate.
Students who cannot stand up for their rights
deserve to have them revoked. If one believes
something is unjust stand up and protest. Don’t
attack a problem if you cannot even contribute to a
solution. If one is not provoking change onee is
creating it. A revival of the renaissance
universidades is imperative.
Morals and Values. If one and onee agrees upon an
act, preform it. Your excuses are not justifications
and do not suffice. Your failure to comply with
commands to complete your task shall not hinder
anyone else. Confidence is charming and alluring.
Equal distribution of honour and prominence for
all the all the fields of work. They co-exist
symbiotically, and function intertwined. The layers
of connections act as Saturn’s rings surrounding
us.

Gravitas to sentiments. Experience the vehemence
of them as you embrace them. Exterior societal
reactions shall not phase you. Our greatest faults
with time educe our ripened personality and
character.
If the moon and the stars tyrannize your decisions
than onee is a misaligned constellation. May Dolos
himself patter the dust of lunacy in the form of a
crown to adorn you with.
Religion is a cult if everyone is not welcome. The
use of ancient doctrine to employ the repudiating
of modern rights is a form of dictatorship amongst
your followers. It is to belittle and misinform your
following in the forms of sexism, racism, and
xenophobia. By ignoring the quasi-reality, you
have engulfed yourselves in, you only grow frailer
and more grow distant from the real world. The
liminal bubble will surely pop.

